
AQUA 22 MECH WC CONCEALED SYSTEM
COLLECTION AQUA SERIES 2

PRODUCT CODE: S97-046

Product description

WC concealed system, for dry installation. Durable, narrow frame - only 41 cm. Guarantees long-term and trouble-free use.
Features: - mechanical activated flushing - WC frame made of powder painted steel profile 40 x 40 mm - brake in feet - 3-way
depth adjustment of the outflow knee allows channelling it sideways or downwards - galvanised, rotatable feet with 4 positons -
intuitive wall brackets system - ultra-low-noise filling valve - enhanced hygiene FRESH SYSTEM - cistern top or front flush button
installation - 4-point cistern water supply connection (from the right or top right and the left or top left side of the cistern). -
supports dual flushing system: 2/4 litres, 3/5 litres (factory settings) or 3/6 litres - wide range of buttons to choose - colour coding
to facilitate installation process - 10-year warranty on WC concealed system - 10-year warranty on the availability of spare parts

Technical data

Colour Blue
Depth 15 cm – 20 cm cm
Flushing 5l or 3l, 4l or 3l, 2l, 6l
Flushing 4l; 3, 6 l, 5, 3, 2
Frame type For wc
Gross weight 12,9 kg
Height 113 - 133 cm
Material Steel, Plastic
Mounting kit Yes
Net weight 11,5 kg
System with refresh function Yes
Tank warranty 10

The frame fits into All wall hung bowls (except etiuda); buttons: enter, presto, pilot, movi, intera, actis, stero,
torro, link kwadrat, link, link kółko, pure, blick, tear, cube,

The way the system works Mechanical
The way the system works Mechanical
Type of building Dry installation

http://www.cersanit.com/ceramics-and-equipment/aqua_2,92.html


Valve warranty 10
Warranty 10 - year warranty on wc concealed system
Warranty on rubber elements 10
Warranty on the frame 10
Water inlet Right or left side, right or left top
Width 41 cm


